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We investigate the notion of the star chromatic number of a graph in conjunction
with various other graph parameters, among them, clique number, girth, and
independence number.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a graph with vertex set V=V(G) and edge set E=E(G).
A k-coloring of G is a function f : V  [0, 1, 2, ..., k&1] such that if xy # E
then f (x){f ( y). G is said to be k-chromatic if k is the least integer for
which G has a k-coloring and /(G)=k is then called the chromatic number
of G. For k2, G is said to be k-critical if it is k-chromatic but every
proper subgraph of G has a (k&1)-coloring.
In [11], Vince introduced a generalization of the notion of chromatic
number in which one allows for the possibility of using more than /(G)
colors but one asks whether the colors assigned to adjacent vertices can be,
in some sense, far apart.
Let m>1 be a positive integer and let Zm=[0, 1, 2, ..., m&1]. For
a # Zm , let |a|m=min[ |a|, m&|a|]. It is useful to think of m equispaced
points labelled 0, 1, 2, ..., m&1 on the circumference of a circle of length m.
|a&b|m is then the shorter distance between a and b as measured on the
circle. Let d be a positive integer satisfying m2d. An (m, d )-coloring of G
is a function f : V  Zm such that for any uv # E, | f (u)& f (v)| md. Thus an
(m, 1)-coloring is an m-coloring in the usual sense of the term and /(G)
is the least integer k for which G has a (k, 1)-coloring. Vince defined the
star-chromatic number /*(G) of G as
/*(G)=inf {md : G has an (m, d )&coloring= .
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Vince established some interesting and important properties of the star-
chromatic number and raised several questions. Since the publication of
[11] additional articles ([1], [2], [4], [9], [12] and [13]) have been
written on the subject. Some of these papers provide partial answers to
questions raised in [11]. Others develop the subject in other directions. It
is the purpose of this paper to pursue these investigations further.
It will be convenient if we record here, for later reference, three of the
results established by Vince:
(a) If G is a graph of order n then /*(G)=min/(G)mn[md : G has
an (m, d )-coloring].
(b) /(G)&1</*(G)/(G).
(c) If /(G)=|(G), the clique number of G, then /*(G)=/(G).
In Section 2 we investigate the question, raised by Vince, as to which
graphs satisfy /*(G)=/(G). We give a constructive proof that for any k
there exists a triangle free graph G for which /*(G)=/(G). (A non-
constructive theorem of Steffen and Zhu [9] proves the existence of
such a graph of any prescribed girth.) We also give a family of 4-critical
4-regular graphs with /*(G)=4. In Section 3 we show that on the other
hand, if /*(G)=/(G)=k with G a k-critical graph, then the girth of G
cannot be greater than k. In Section 4 we provide improvements on the
lower bound given by (b).
2. GRAPHS FOR WHICH /*=/
One of the questions raised by Vince in [11] is the following: For which
graph G does /*(G)=/(G) hold?
Result (c) provides a large class of graphs with this property. It was
pointed out by Vince that the converse of (c) does not hold. The 3-chromatic
Peterson graph and the 4-chromatic Gro tzsch graph are graphs satisfying
/*(G)=/(G) and |(G)=2. We shall refer to graphs for which |(G)=2 as
triangle-free graphs. In [1] we proved the following result:
(d) If H and L are vertex disjoint graphs and G=H s L is the
graph obtained from H and L by joining every vertex of H to every vertex
of L then /*(G)=/(G).
The special case of (d) where |V(H)|=1 had been established earlier by
Guichard [4] and Zhu [13]. One may deduce from (d) that for each k4
and any s, 3s<k, there exist graphs G for which /*(G)=/(G)=k and
|(G)=s. It suffices to take H=Ks&2 and L to be any (k&s+2)-
chromatic triangle-free graph. Then G=H s L has the desired property.
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This result, however, sheds no light on the following question, raised in
[1]: Does there exist for every k3 a triangle-free graph G for which
/*(G)=/(G)=k? We show in Theorem 2 that such graphs exist.
In order to prove Theorem 2 we shall need a preliminary result which we
formulate as a lemma.
Lemma 1. Let /(G)=k and suppose that /*(G)<k. Then there exist
positive integers m and d and an (m, d )-coloring f of G such that m<kd and
such that for any two distinct vertices u, v of G, f (u){f (v).
Proof. There are integers m$ and d $ and an (m$, d $)-coloring f $ of G
such that /*(G)=m$d $<k. Let r be the size of a largest color class of f $
and choose t>r as the least integer for which tm$(td $&r)<k. Now define
f as follows: If [v1 , v2 , ..., vl] is a color class of f $ and if f $(v1)=
f $(v2)= } } } =f $(vt)=a then f (vi)=ta+i&1 for i=1, 2, ..., l. Then no two
distinct vertices of V are assigned the same value by f, the values of f lie
in [0, 1, 2, ..., tm$&1] and for all uv # E(G), | f (u)& f (v)| tm$td $&r. Thus
if m=tm$ and d=td $&r then f is an (m, d )-coloring of G with the desired
properties. K
Theorem 2. For any k3 there exists a triangle-free graph Gk such that
/*(Gk)=/(Gk)=k.
Proof. Let the sequences [t(l )]l=2 and [s(l )]

l=2 be defined as follows:
s(2)=t(2)=1 and for l3, t(l)=2s(l&1)+t(l&1), s(l )=lt(l )&l+1.
Note that for l3 and 1 jl&2,
t(l )&2(s(l&1)+s(l&2)+ } } } +s(l& j))=t(l& j). (1)
Note also that s(l ) is odd and set r(l )= 12 (s(l )+1).
We now construct the graph Gk . Let V1 be a set of size s(k). Suppose
that for some l, 1lk&2, we have chosen pairwise disjoint sets
V1 , V2 , ..., Vl and that some pairs of points in  ti=1 Vi have been joined by
edges. The set Vt+1 and the manner in which its points are joined to points
of  ti=1 Vi is then given as follows. For each independent 2l-subset A of
ti=1 Vi which contains exactly two vertices of each of V1 , V2 , ..., Vt add a
new vertex x and join x to every vertex of A. Vl+1 is then the set of these
new vertices. The last set Vk is defined differently. For each independent
(k&1)-subset A of k&1i=1 Vi which contains exactly one vertex of each of
V1 , V2 , ..., Vk&1 add a new vertex x and join x to every point of A. The set
Vk is then the set of these new vertices. This is our graph Gk . This graph
Gk is triangle-free and it is clear that /(Gk)k since each of V1 , V2 , ..., Vk
is an independent set. We shall show that /*(Gk)=/(Gk)=k. In view
of (b), it suffices to show that /*(Gk)=k. The technical details of the
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remainder of the argument are fairly intricate. The reader may find it useful
to specialize it to k=4, say.
Suppose that /*(G)<k. By Lemma 1, there exist positive integers m and
d and an (m, d )-coloring f of Gk such that m<kd and such that for any
two distinct vertices u, v of Gk , f (u){f (v). There is no loss of generality in
supposing that m=kd&1. It will also be convenient if we identify a vertex
with its color so that the vertices of Gk are integers in [0, kd&1). Divide
the interval [0, kd&1) into k disjoint intervals: [0, d), [d, 2d), ..., [(k&2)d,
(k&1)d ). Note that the set of vertices in any one of these intervals is an
independent set in Gk .
One of the k intervals, denote it by I1 , contains a set A1 of Ws(k)kX=
t(k) vertices of V1 . Let A1=[v11 , v
1
2 , ..., v
1
t(k)], where v
1
1<v
1
2< } } } <v
1
t(k) .
The set A1 is an independent set. Consider the pairs S 1, 1* =[v
1
* , v
1
t(k)&*+1],
*=1, 2, ..., s(k&1). By our construction, each of these pairs is joined to a
vertex of V2 . Let V2* be the set (of size s(k&1) of points of V2 joined to
the pairs and let
B11=[v
1
* : s(k&1)+1*t(k)&s(k&1)]
be the set of points of A1 not in any of these pairs. Note that, by (1),
|B11 |=t(k)&2s(k&1)=t(k&1). It is important to observe that no point
of V 2* is joined to any point of B11 and that every point of V 2* differs from
every point of B11 by more than d. One of the remaining k&1 intervals, call
it I2 , contains a set A2 of Ws(k&1)(k&1)X=t(k&1) vertices of V 2* . Let
A2=[v21 , v
2
2 , ..., v
2
t(k&1)], where v
2
1<v
2
2< } } } <v
2
t(k&1) . B
1
1 _ A2 is then an
independent set and every vertex of A2 differs from every vertex of B11 by
more than d.
Now consider the s(k&2) 4-sets S 2, 1* _ S
2, 2
* where, for *=1, 2, ...,
s(k&2),
S 2, 1* =[v
1
s(k&1)+* , v
1
t(k)&s(k&1)&*+1]
and
S 2, 2* =[v
2
* , v
1
t(k&1)&*+1].
By our construction, each of these 4-sets is joined to a vertex of V3 . Let V3*
be the set (of size s(k&2)) of points of V3 joined to-these 4-sets. Let
B12=[v
1
* : s(k&1)+s(k&2)+1*t(k)&s(k&1)&s(k&2)]
be the set of points of B11 and let
B22=[v
2
* : s(k&2)+1*t(k&1)&s(k&2)]
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be the set of points of A2 not in any of these 4-sets. Since, by (1),
t(k)&2s(k&1)&2s(k&2)=t(k&1)&2s(k&2)=t(k&2), we have
|B12 |=|B
2
2 |=t(k&2). One of the remaining k&2 intervals, denote it by I3 ,
contains a set A3 of Ws(k&2)(k&2)X=t(k&2) points of V 3* . Let A3=
[v31 , v
3
2 , ..., v
3
t(k&2)], where v
3
1<v
3
2< } } } <v
3
t(k&2) . Every vertex of A3 differs
from every vertex of B12 _ B
2
2 by at least d, every vertex of B
1
2 differs from
every vertex of B22 by at least d and B
1
2 _ B
2
2 _ A3 is an independent set.
This is repeated. At the l-th step, lk&2, we consider the s(k&l) sets
of size 2l of the form  li=1S
l, i
* where, for *=1, 2, ..., s(k&l ) and
i=1, 2, ..., l,
S l, i* =[v
i
s(k&i)+s(k&i&1)+ } } } +s(k&l+1)+* ,
vit(k&i+1)&s(k&i)& } } } &s(k&l+1)&*+1].
By our construction, each of these 2l-sets is joined to a vertex of Vl+1. Let
V*l+1 be the set (of size s(k&l )) of points of Vl+1 joined to these 2l-sets.
For i=1, 2, ..., l&1 the set
Bil=[v
i
* : s(k&i)+ } } } +s(k&l )+1*t(k&i+1)& } } } &s(k&l )]
of points of Bil&1 and the set
Bll=[v
l
* : s(k&l)+1*t(k&l+1)&s(k&l )]
of points of Al not in any of these s(k&l ) 2l-sets each has size t(k&1), by
(1). One of the remaining k&l intervals, call it Il+1 , contains a set Al+1
of Ws(k&l )(k&l )X=t(k&l ) points of V*l+1. Let Al+1=[vl+11 , v
l+1
2 , ...,
vl+1t(k&l )], where v
l+1
1 <v
l+1
2 < } } } <v
l+1
t(k&l ) . Every vertex of Al+1 differs from
every vertex of B1l _ B
2
l _ } } } _ B
l
l by at least d, every vertex of B
i
l differs
from every vertex of B jl by at least d if i{j and Al+1 _ B
1
l _ B
2
l _ } } } _ B
l
l
is an independent set.
At step k&2, the set up is such that we find that we are considering the
independent 2(k&2) set
A= .
k&2
i=1
[vir(k&i+1)&1 , v
i
r(k&i+1)+1].
By our construction, there is a vertex u of Vk&1 joined to each point
of A. This vertex u belongs to one of the remaining two intervals, call
it Ik&1. Let B=[u, v1r(k) , v
2
r(k&1) , ..., v
k&2
r(3) ]. This set B is an independent
set and contains one vertex from each of V1 & I1 , V2 & I2 , ..., Vk&1 & Ik&1.
By our construction, there is a vertex z of Vk joined to each point of B.
Then z is in the remaining interval Ik and the k points of z _ [B] pairwise
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differ by at least d. But this is not possible since m=dk&1<dk. Thus
/*(Gk)=k. K
We remark that there are many proofs of the existence of k-chromatic
triangle-free graphs. See [10] for an account of some of them and for
references to the original papers. We are not able to show that the graphs
given in any of these papers satisfy /*=/ although we are able to show
that some of them do not. As far as we know, the graph given in the proof
of Theorem 2 represents a new construction of a k-chromatic triangle free
graph. The graph Gk has some resemblance to the k-chromatic triangle-
free graph constructed by Scha uble [8], who refined an earlier example
of Zykov [14]. However, Scha uble’s graph satisfies /*</. Recently,
Steffen and Zhu [9] proved that for any two integers k, g, there exists a
k-chromatic graph of girth at least g for which /(G)=/*(G). While this
implies the result of Theorem 2, their proof is non-constructive. It would
still be interesting to see if one can find a constructive proof of Steffen and
Zhu’s result. We also do not know whether for k5 there exists a k-critical
triangle-free graph G for which /*(G)=k.
As was noted earlier, (d) provides a method for constructing, for k4,
large k-critical graphs G such that /*(G)=k. One feature of these graphs
is that the maximal degree, 2(G), is large. In fact, if G=H s L then
2(G)=max[ |V(L)|+2(H), |V(H)|+2(L)] so that 2(G)> 12 |V(G)|. In
attempting to get further insight into the problem of determining which
graphs satisfy /*=/ it is natural to ask whether there are any simple
conditions which might force this to be so. We then asked whether every
large k-critical graph G satisfying /*=/ must have at least one vertex of
large degree. It turns out that this need not be the case, at least when k=4.
Our result is rather special and its proof is fairly complicated. It does
show, however, that even for graphs with fairly simple structure, the deter-
mination of the star-chromatic number may be a non trivial problem.
Theorem 3. There exist large 4-critical 4-regular graphs G for which
/*(G)=4.
Proof. For n3, let Gn be the graph of order 3n whose vertex set is
[x1 , x2 , ..., xn , y1 , y2 , ..., yn , z1 , z2 , ..., zn] and whose edges are:
(i) xiyi , yizi , zi xi , i=1, 2, ..., n
(ii) xixi+1 , yiyi+1, zizi+1 , i=1, 2, ..., n&1
(iii) x1yn , y1 xn , z1 zn .
The graph G4 is shown in Fig. 1. We write Gn as G throughout the
remainder of the argument.
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Figure 1
We show that G is 4-chromatic. Suppose that there is a 3-coloring of G.
Let Ti be the triangle with vertices xi , yi , zi . Without loss of generality we
may suppose that x1 , y1 and z1 are assigned colors 0, 1 and 2 respectively.
The colors assigned to x2 , y2 , z2 must then be, respectively, 1, 2, 0 or
2, 0, 1; that is, a cyclic permutation of 0, 1, 2. Similarly, one sees that for
i=2, 3, ..., n the colors assigned to xi , yi , zi must form a cyclic permutation
of 0, 1, 2. However, zn cannot be assigned color 2, because of the edge z1zn .
Thus xn , yn , zn must be colored, respectively, either 2, 1, 0 or 0, 2, 1 and
neither is a cyclic permutation of 0, 1, 2. Thus G has no 3-coloring. It is
easy to see that G has a 4-coloring and is thus 4-chromatic.
It is also straightforward to check, by considering the various cases, that
G&e is 3-colorable for every edge e of G. Thus G is 4-critical.
It remains to be shown that /*(G)=4. Suppose that /*(G)<4 and
consider an (m, d )-coloring f of G such that m<4d. There is no loss in
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supposing that m=4d&1. Construct from G and f a directed graph Df as
follows: The vertex set of Df is that of G and if uv # E(G) then u  v if d
f (v)&f (u)2d&1 and v  u if 2df (v)& f (u)3d&1. Of course, u  v
means that there is a direct edge from u to v. We now establish some
properties of Df from which we shall derive a contradiction. The first of
these is obvious.
Property 1. For any a # Zm the function fa : V(G)  Zm given by
fa(x)=f (x)+a(mod m) is an (m, d)-coloring of G such that Dfa=Df .
Henceforth we write Df as D.
Property 2. Every triangle of G is a directed triangle in D.
Proof. Suppose there is a triangle with vertices u, v, w that does not
form a directed triangle in D. Without loss of generality, we may suppose
that u  v, u  w and w  v. By Property 1, we may suppose f (u)=0. Then
df (v)2d&1 and df (w)2d&1, but this implies | f (w)& f (v)|m
d&1 and this is not so, since f is an (m, d )-coloring and vw # E(G). K
Property 3. D has no directed cycle of length 4.
Proof. Suppose that there is such a cycle, which we write as
u  v  w  x  u. By Property 1, we may suppose that f (u)=0. Then
df (v)2d&1. We cannot have f (w)<f (v), because this would imply
w  v. Thus f (w)>f (v) and hence f (w)f (v)+d2d. From x  u it
follows that 2df (x)3d&1. If f (x)<f (w) then, since w  x, we must
have 2df (w)& f (x)3d&1 so that f (x)f (w)&2d(4d&2)&2d=
2d&2 and this is not so. Thus f (x)>f (w). It now follows that 0<
f (x)&f (w)(3d&1)&2d=d&1 and this is plainly false since xw # E(G).
Thus there is no directed cycle of length 4. K
Let us say that Ti is of type 1 if xi  yi  zi  xi and of type 2 otherwise.
Property 4. For i=1, 2, ..., n&1, Ti and Ti+1 are of the same type.
Proof. We show that T1 and T2 are of the same type. The argument
will involve only vertices of T1 and T2 . The shape of G is such that the
general proposition holds. Suppose that T1 and T2 are not of the same type
and, for definiteness, and without any loss of generality, that T1 is of type 1
and T2 is of type 2. The arcs from T2 to T1 then all have the same direction
since, otherwise, there would be a directed cycle of length 4, contrary to
Property 3. Without loss, we may suppose that x2  x1 , y2  y1 , z2  z1 .
We then have the situation shown in Fig. 2a.
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Figure 2
By Property 1, we may suppose f (x2)=0. We shall show that 2d
f ( y1)3d&2 and 2df ( y2)3d&2 and thus | f ( y1)& f ( y2)|md&1.
This gives a contradiction and Property 4 will follow. From x2  z2 we get
df (z2)2d&1 and from z2  z1 we get df (z1)& f (z2)2d&1. Thus
2df (z1)4d&2. Since x2  x1 , we must have df (x1)2d&1. From
z1  x1 it follows that 2df (z1)& f (x1)3d&1 and hence that 3d
f (z1)4d&2. We cannot have f ( y1)<f (x1) since, if this were so, we
would have, from x1  y1 , 2df (x1)&f ( y1)3d&1 and hence that
f ( y1)f (x1)&2d &1 and this is not so. Thus f ( y1)>f (x1). We cannot
have f (z1)<f ( y1) since f (z1)3d and y1z1 # E(G). Thus f ( y1)<f (z1).
From f (x1)<f ( y1)<f (z1) and x1  y1  z1 we now get 2df (x1)+d
f ( y1)f (z1)&d3d&2, and the first of the two inequalities is seen to
hold. The second is easier to establish. Since z2  y2 and since df (z2)
2d&1 it follows that f ( y2)2d and from y2  x2 we get 2df ( y2)
3d&2. K
Property 5. The triangles T1 and Tn are not of the same type.
Proof (Sketch). Suppose they are of the same type and, for definiteness,
both of type 1. By Property 3 all arcs joining T1 to Tn have the same direc-
tion. Suppose, for definiteness that they are directed from T1 to Tn . We
then have the picture shown in Fig. 2b. The argument used in establishing
Property 4 may now be used with only notational changes. K
Theorem 3 now follows immediately since, by Property 4 T1 and Tn are
of the same type and by Property 5 they are of different type. K
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It would be of interest to decide whether there are other results similar
to Theorem 3. For example, do there exist large 5-critical graphs G such
that /*(G)=5 and 2(G) is small?
3. STAR CHROMATIC NUMBER AND GIRTH
One of the classical results of graph coloring theory is that for any
integers k and g, k3 and g4, there exist k-critical graphs of girth at
least g. See [3], [5], [6] or [7] in addition to the references in [10]
dealing with specified values of g. It is natural to ask whether there exist
such graphs satisfying /*=/=k. Steffen and Zhu in [9] showed that there
are such graphs of any prescribed k and g. On the other hand, our main
result here shows that a k-critical graph G for which /*(G)=k cannot have
very large girth.
Theorem 4. Let k3 and gk+1. Then every k-critical graph G of
girth at least g satisfies /*(G)k& 12.
Proof. Let ab # E(G) and let V1 , V2 , ..., Vk&1 be color classes of a
(k&1)-coloring of G&ab. We may suppose that a, b # V1 . For l2, let Nl
denote the set of vertices of G at distance l&1 from a; that is, the set of
points reachable from a by chains of length l&1 (l&1 edges), but by no
short chains. For 2lk&1 let Xl=Nl & Vl and let Yl=Vl&Xl . Let
f : V(G)  Z2k&1 be defined as
f (v)={
1 if v=b
2 if v # V1 , v{a, b
3 if v=a
2l if v # Yl , l=2, 3, ..., k&1
2l+1 if v # Xl , l=2, 3, ..., k&2
0 if v # Xk&1.
We show that f is a (2k&1, 2)-coloring of G. The theorem will then follow.
Suppose there is an edge uv of G such | f (u)& f (v)| 2k+1=1. There are
several cases to be considered.
Case 1. f (u)=2l, f (v)=2l+1 for some l2. Then u # Yl /Vl and
v # Xl /Vl . This implies that u is not adjacent to v.
Case 2. f (u)=2l, f (v)=2l&1 for some l3. Then u # Yl and v # Xl&1.
There is then a chain of length l&2 from a to v but no chain of length l&1
from a to u. But this implies that uv is not an edge.
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Case 3. f (u)=2, f (v)=1. Then v=b and u # V1 , u{a, b. This implies
that uv is not an edge.
Case 4. f (u)=3, f (v)=2. Then u=a and v # V1 , v{a, b. This implies
that uv is not an edge.
Case 5. f (u)=4, f (v)=3. Then v=a and u # Y2 /V2 . This implies
that u  N2 and hence that u is not adjacent to v.
Case 6. f (u)=1 and f (v)=0. Then u=b and v # Xk&1. There is a
chain C from a to v with k&1 vertices and no shorter chain: C cannot
contain b. Since ba, bv # E(G), there is a cycle of length k in G, but this is
false. K
We remark that a less quantative form of Theorem 4 may be obtained
from results in the paper of Guichard [4]. From the corollary to
Theorem 1 of [5] it may be deduced that if G is a k-critical graph of girth
at least k+1 then /*(G)<k.
4. LOWER BOUNDS FOR /*(G)
In this section we show that the inequality /*(G)>/(G)&1 may be
improved. We shall need an alternative way of describing the star
chromatic number. It is a slight modification of the formulation given by
Zhu [13]. Let C be a circle with unit circumference and fix an orientation
of C (say clockwise). We consider arcs A of C whose initial end (as deter-
mined by the orientation), denoted by i(A), is in A and whose terminal
end, denoted by t(A), is not in A. For r>1 let C (r) denote the set of all
such arcs of length 1r. An r-circle coloring of a graph G=(V, E) is a
function f : V  C (r) such that if uv # E then f (u) & f (v)=<. If such an
r-circle coloring exists G is said to be r-circle colorable and the circle-
chromatic number /c(G) of G is defined by
/c(G)=inf[r : G is r-circle-colorable].
In [13], Zhu proved the following result: For any graph G, /*(G)=/c(G).
As one might expect, the proof reveals that in the definition of /c(G), ‘‘inf ’’
may be replaced by ‘‘min’’.
For a graph G, let ;(G) denote the size of a largest independent set of
vertices of G.
Theorem 5. If G is a k-chromatic graph then
/*(G)k&1+
1
;(G)
.
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Proof. Let /*(G)=r and let f be an r-circle coloring of G for which
minv # V(G) | f (v)|=1r. Here | f (v)| denotes the length of the arc f (v). We
may suppose that f is chosen so that the number of vertices v for which
| f (v)|=1r is as small as possible by increasing the length of each arc when-
ever it is possible to do so without violating the condition f (u) & f (v)=<
for each edge uv of G. Call a cycle with consecutive vertices v1 , v2 , ..., vt a
critical cycle if | f (vi)|=1r for i=1, 2, ..., l, i( f (vi))=t( f (vi&1)) for
i=2, 3, ..., l and i( f (v1))=t( f (vl)). We show that there is always a critical
cycle. Let v1 be a vertex with | f (v1)|=1r. There must be a vertex v2 such
that i( f (v2))=t( f (v1)), v1 v2 # E(G) and | f (v2)|=1r; otherwise the length
of f (v1) can be increased. This may be repeated and we get a sequence v1 ,
v2 , . . . . At some stage we find that a vertex occurs for a second time. We
therefore have a critical cycle. We may take it to be v1 , v2 , ..., vl . Suppose
that  li=1 f (vi) covers the circle Cs times. Let x be a point of C and let Sx
be the set of s vertices of the critical cycle whose corresponding arcs
cover x. Then Sx is an independent set in G. It follows that s;(G). There
are relatively prime positive integers p and q such that /*(G)= pq=
1r=ls from which it follows that qs;(G). From k&a<pq we get
(k&1)q+1p and thus
/*(G)=
p
q

(k&1)q+1
q
=k&1+
1
q
k&1+
1
;(G)
. K
One may also obtain a lower bound for /*(G) in terms of the length
#(G) of a longest cycle of G.
Theorem 6.
/*(G)/(G)&1+
/(G)&1
#(G)&1
.
Proof. Let /*(G)=r and let f be an optimal r-circle coloring of G and
let L be a critical cycle corresponding to f. Let m be the number of vertices
of L and p the number of times v on L f (v) covers C. We have, for each
vertex v of L,
| f (v)|=
1
r
=
1
/*(G)
<
1
/(G)&1
.
It follows that the length p of v on L f (v) satisfies
p<
m
/(G)&1

#(G)
/(G)&1
,
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so that
p(/(G)&1)#(G)&1.
Thus
/*(G)=
m
p
mp &1|+1p/(G)&1+/(G)&1#(G)&1. K
APPENDIX: SYMBOLS
G a graph
V(G) the vertex set of G
E(G) the edge set of G
/(G) the chromatic number of G
Zm the set of first m nonnegative integers
|a|m minimum of |a| and m&|a|
/*(G) star chromatic number of G
|(G) the clique number of G
H s L the join of graphs H and L
2(G) maximum degree of G
Df directed graph induced by colour f
/c(G) circle-chromatic number of G
;(G) independence number of G
#(G) length of a longest cycle of G
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